Abstract-Evolutionary algorithms have been used since the mid-eighties to solve complex single and multi-objective optimization problems. More recently the swarm intelligent approaches such as particle swarm optimization and ant colony optimization have been successfully used for multiobjective optimization. This paper proposes a new approach based on the generic generalized particle model (GE-GPM) for computing in parallel approximate efficient solutions for the distribution problem with multiple objectives. Unlike the swarm optimization approaches, GE-GPM is inspired by physical models of particle dynamics. We use mathematical formulations to describe or predict the properties and evolution of different states of the particles. In particular, according to "differential equation theory", we develop efficient optimization techniques for multi-objective problems. We also adopt methods of classical mechanics to tackle the problem of modeling the interaction among the particles. We show that GE-GPM, being inspired by classical mechanics, enables feasible multi-objective optimization in very large scales. The GE-GPM approach has a low computational complexity, which is crucial for the functioning of large-scale distribution problems.
I. INTRODUCTION While single-objective evolutionary algorithms (EAs) are well established and relatively easy to parallelize, this is not the case for multi-objective evolutionary algorithms. Until recently, multi-objective combinatorial optimization did not receive much attention in spite of its potential application. The reason is probably due to the difficulty of deriving multi-objective combinatorial optimization models that are satisfactory. Nevertheless, the need for parallelizing multiobjective evolutionary algorithms to solve multi-objective combinatorial optimization problems exists.
"Distribution problem" is a well-known fundamental combinatorial optimization problem. Distribution problems are much more difficult to solve than assignment problems. Many practical situations can be formulated as a distribution problem. In fact, assignment problems and transportation problems are both sub-problems of the distribution problem; a distributed problem can be much more complex.
In [1] , [2] , some methods were proposed to generate the entire set of exact solutions for simple assignment †Corresponding author: Xiang Feng, Department of Computer Science, The University of Hong Kong, Pokfulam Road, Hong Kong; email:xfeng@cs.hku.hk.
problems. These methods however seemed to be efficient only for small-scale instances. For large-scale instances or more complex problems, their NP-hard complexity and the multi-objectivity make these problems "intractable" for those methods. For this reason, it makes sense to consider "approximate" methods such as swarm intelligent methods which have been found to be efficient in treating combinatorial optimization problems; these latter methods can function independently of the mathematical structure of the problem, and generate excellent solutions in a very short time [3] .
This paper proposes a new approach-based on the generic generalized particle model (GE-GPM)-to compute in parallel approximate efficient solutions to the distribution problem with multiple objectives. By proposing the GE-GPM approach, we try to explore a potentially new branch of EA, which is based on the laws of physical mechanics. Just like other EAs which draw from observations of physical processes that occur in nature, the GE-GPM approach is inspired by physical models of particle kinematics and dynamics.
In GE-GPM, we use mathematical formulations to describe or predict the properties and the evolution of the different states of particles. The particles represent parameters in the problem which follow a path towards a solution. Borrowing from "differential equation theory", we developed efficient techniques for solving multi-objective optimization problems. The goal: all objectives to be optimized individually and then collectively, and satisfying all the given restrictions.
In the physical world, mutual attraction between particles causes motion. The reaction of a particle to the field of potential would change the particle's coordinates and energies. The change in the state of the particle is a result of the influence of the potential. For GE-GPM, the objectives of individual optimizations are reached by the autonomous self-driving forces of the particles. Global optimization is achieved by the potential of the field, and any restrictions of the problem are satisfied via interaction potential between the particles.
Each particle is described by some differential dynamic equations, and it moves (to a new state in the field) according to the results of these calculations. Specifically, each particle computes the effect of its autonomous self-driving force, the field potential and the interaction potential. If the particles cannot reach an equilibrium, they will proceed to execute a goal-satisfaction process.
Although there are obvious differences between particles in classical mechanics and those in GE-GPM, GE-GPM is by and large inspired by classical mechanics. GE-GPM enables feasible multi-objective optimization in very large scales. The approach has a low computational complexity, which is crucial for the functioning of large-scale distribution problems.
This paper is part of the authors' research work on distributed parallel theories and approaches for intelligent processing based on the generalized particle model (GPM). They proposed the crossbar composite spring net (CCSN) approach [4] from which the GPM approach has evolved. They studied distributed and parallel algorithms for intelligent processing based on GPM, and their application in networks. GPM's application in the bandwidth allocation problem was presented in [5] . Variations of the basic theme then resulted in several extended GPM models, including the "economic generalized particle model" (E-GPM) which draws upon the economics theory of Tatonnement processes; the model has also been applied to the bandwidth allocation problem.
All the authors' past methods based on GPM targeted at a specific application to a real-life problem. In this paper, the GE-GPM method is described as a "generic" method such that potentially it can be applied to a range of different problems.
The structure of this paper is as follows. In Section II, we present the multi-objective generic generalized particle model (GE-GPM). Section III introduces the parallel evolutionary GE-GPM algorithm for solving multi-objective problems. In Section IV, we discuss the physical meanings of GE-GPM. In Section V, we give some experimental results. We conclude the paper in Section VI.
II. THE GE-GPM APPROACH FOR THE MULTI-OBJECTIVE DISTRIBUTION PROBLEM
Definition 1: In a multi-objective framework, the distribution problem can be formulated as
where X is a two-dimensional distribution vector, and C q a two-dimensional weight vector (q = 1, 2, · · · , Q). With this problem model, we can now examine the evolutionary multi-objective model which can mathematically describe GE-GPM for the multi-objective distribution problem. The theory of evolution is a dynamical theory. The evolutionary dynamics will drive GE-GPM to the equilibrium state.
Definition 2: The distribution and weight dynamic equations of GE-GPM are defined, respectively, by
The two dynamic equations are seen as the "GE-GPM evolution" by fictitious agents (service particles and task particles), which manipulate the distribution and weight vectors until an equilibrium is reached. In GE-GPM, the rows and columns of distribution vector X are treated as two kinds of fictitious agents (service particles and task particles). In fact, the weight vector is invariable; the evolution of the weight vector only occurs in the computing process in order to obtain efficient solutions of the distribution vector.
For fictitious agents-service particles (O) and task particles (S), there are three factors related to the distribution vector (X) and the weight vector (C):
• personal utility (u) (to realize the multiple objectives);
• minimal personal utility (to realize max-min fair distribution and to increase the whole utility) (F); • interaction among particles (to satisfy the restrictions) (I). According to "differential equation theory", a variable's increment to make it minimum is equal to the sum of negative items from related factors differentiating the variable. So we have the following definitions.
Definition 3: The increments of distribution and weight are defined, respectively, by
where λ
Definition 4: Three kinds of factor functions for service particles and task particles are defined, respectively, by
where k q O , a 1 , a 2 , k q S are coefficients. Now, we explain why the three kinds of functions are chosen.
1) The smaller the value of the summation in Eq. (6), the more profit the ith service particle gets. The optimization problem here is posed as a minimization problem. And we use the exponential function in order that u q Oi (t) would be between 0 and 1. u q Oi (t) can be regarded as the q-th dimensional utility of service particle. The smaller u q Oi (t) is, the more profit service particle O i gets. Schematically, the q-th dimensional utility function u q Oi of a particle corresponds to the q-th dimensional coordinate of the q-th dimensional force-field. We define the distance from the bottom boundary to the upper boundary of all q dimensional force-fields to be 1. The physical meaning of GE-GPM is discussed in Section IV. A graphical presentation of u q Oi (t) is shown in Fig. 1 . Obviously, the smaller u q Oi (t) is the better. The presentation of u q Sj (t) in Eq. (9) is similar. 2) For Eq. (7), 0 < k q O < 1 is a parameter to be tuned in the implementation. The smaller F q O is, the better. With Eq. (7), we attempt to construct a potential energy function, F q O , such that the decrease of its value would imply the decrease of the maximal utility of all the service particles. We prove that in Theorem 1. This way we can optimize the distribution problem in the sense that we consider not only the individual personal utility, but also the aggregate utilities, by decreasing the maximum utility of all the service particles again and again. In fact, k is, the better. a 1 , a 2 are weights applied to the distribution availability of service and the satisfactory ratio of the demands, respectively. Eq. (8) describes the effect of interactions among service particles during the distribution process. The first term and the second term of I O (t) perform penalty functions with respect to the constraints on the utilization of service (or resources) (i.e., service particles) and the degree of satisfaction of the demands (i.e., task particles) respectively. Therefore, distribution utilization and demands' satisfaction can be explicitly included as optimization objectives through some appropriate choices of the coefficients a 1 and a 2 respectively.
We presume that there are specific interactive forces among particles, and these forces may cause the potential energy components represented by the first and second term of I O (t) to decrease. In Eq. (11), I S is defined as the same as I O . We can therefore obtain the iteration velocity of service particles and task particles by the following equations, respectively.
Oi represents the iteration velocity of the q-th objective by service particle O i . Meanwhile, v q Oi represents the velocity of the downward movement of service particle O i in the q-th dimensional force-field. The meaning of v q Sj is similar; it represents the iteration velocity of the q-th objective by task particle S j and the velocity of the downward movement of task particle S j in the q-th dimensional force-field. 
we have
Simultaneously taking the logarithm of each side of the equation above leads to
Since I is the number of service particles (the number of rows of the distribution vector X), 2(k
2 InI is constant. It turns out that F q O (t) at time t represents the maximum among u q Oi (t) obtained by the service particle O i , namely, the minimum of the personal profit obtained by a service particle at time t. Hence decreasing F q O (t) implies the decrease of the maximal utility of the service particles.
Definition 5: (Max-min Fairness) [6] A feasible distribution X is max-min fair if and only if a decrease of any distribution x within the domain of feasible distributions must be at the cost of an increase of some already larger distribution x. Formally, for any other feasible distribution Y , if y ij < x ij then there must exist some i such that x i j ≥ x ij and y i j > x i j .
Theorem 2: The behavior of the service particle O i that is related to the term of Eq.(4), −λ q 2 ∂F q O ∂x , will always bring about the decrease of the maximal utility of all service particles, and the decrement of the maximal utility is directly proportional to the coefficient vector λ
∂c , will always result in the decrease of the personal utility of task particle S j , and the decrement of its personal utility is related to coefficient vectors γ q 1 .
Theorem 4:
The behavior of the service particle O i that is related to the term of the Eq.(4), −λ 3 ∂IO ∂x , will decrease the potential interaction energy function I O , with the intensity of the decrease being proportional to coefficient vector λ 3 . (Likewise, The behavior of the task particle S j that is related to the term of the Eq.(5), −γ 3 ∂IS ∂c , will decrease the potential interaction energy function I S , with the intensity of the decrease being proportional to coefficient vector γ 3 .
Theorem 5: (Max-min fair allocation) Max-min fair allocation can be obtained by the mathematical model for the distribution problem with multi-objectives as defined in Eq. (1-13) .
The proofs of Theorem 2-5 are omitted.
III. THE PARALLEL GE-GPM ALGORITHM
The results given in the previous sections suggest that we may use a parallel implementation of the evolutionary generic generalized particle model approach to solve the multi-objective distribution problem. We consider the algorithm in Table 1 for this purpose.
The algorithm GE-GPM has in general a complexity of O(I + J), where I + J is the number of particles (the sum of the number of rows and columns of X). The time complexity of the algorithm is O(I 1 ), where I 1 is the number of iterations for Costep 2 (the while loop).
IV. PHYSICAL MEANING OF GE-GPM GE-GPM puts emphasis on
• providing a view of individual and whole optimization (with one to two objectives); • parallelization with reasonably low time complexity;
• all objectives being optimized individually as well as collectively; • the ability to deal with social interactions;
• the physical meaning of the model.
The mathematical model of GE-GPM has its physical meaning.
In GE-GPM, the rows and columns of the distribution vector X are treated as two kinds of generalized particles (service particles and task particles) that are located in two sets of force-fields, respectively, hence transforming the distribution problem into the kinematics and dynamics of the particles in the two sets of force-fields.
The two sets of force-fields are a set of service (or resource) force-fields and a set of task force-fields. Every force-field in a set of service force-fields or in a set of task force-fields is a Q-dimensional space where coordinates in the space are in [0, 1] .
If the number of minimum objectives is 1, the particles will move downwards on a 1-dimensional space (a line) (x 1 ∈ [0, 1]) during the optimization process. If the number of minimum objectives is 2, the particles will move towards the origin in a 2-dimensional space (a plane) (x 1 ∈ [0, 1], x 2 ∈ [0, 1]) during the optimization process. Analogously, if the number of minimum objectives is Q, the particles will move towards the origin on a Q-dimensional
during the optimization process, where x q is a coordinate of the q-dimensional space.
Particles in GE-GPM move not only under outside forces, but also under their internal forces; hence they are different from particles in classical physics. The kinds of forcefields (resource force-field F R and demands force-field F D ) are geometrically independent, without any forces directly exerted from each other; they are mutually influenced and conditioned by each other through a reciprocal procedure whereby the distribution policy of the distributions x and the weight policy of the weights c change alternatively. In this way, the two sets of force-fields form a pair of reciprocal dual force-field sets.
In a resource force-field F R , the coordinates of the Qdimensional space of service particles represent the utilities of the rows of the distribution vector X that are described by the service particles. A particle will be influenced simultaneously by several kinds of forces in the Q-dimensional space, which include the gravitational force of the Qdimensional space force-field where the particle is located, the pulling or pushing forces stemming from the interactions with other particles in the same force-field, and the particle's own autonomous driving force.
When the number of minimum objectives is 1, all the above-mentioned forces that are exerted on a particle are dealt with as forces along a vertical direction (along a line). Thus a particle will be driven by the resultant force of all the forces that act on it upwards or downwards, and moves along a vertical direction. The larger the downward resultant force on a particle, the faster the downward movement of the particle. When the downward resultant force on a particle is equal to zero, the particle will stop moving, being at an equilibrium status. As shown in Fig. 2 , the service particles that have service or resource move in the resource forcefields F R , and the task particles that require distribution move in the demand force-fields F D . The downward gravitational force of a force-field on a particle causes a downward component of the motion of the particle, which represents the tendency that the particle pursues the common benefit of the whole group. The downward or upward component of the motion of a particle, which is related to the interactions with other particles, depends upon the strengths and categories of the interactions. The particle's own autonomous driving force is proportional to the degree the particle tries to move downwards in the force-field where it is located, i.e., the particle (service particle or task particle) tries to acquire its own minimum utility.
When the number of minimum objectives is 2, each service particle and task particle move towards the origin in a unit plane, as shown in Fig. 3 .
When the number of minimum objectives is Q, each service particle and task particle move towards the origin in a Q-dimensional space.
One major difference between the particle of the proposed generalized particle model and the particle of a classical physical model is that the generalized particle has its own driving force which depends upon the autonomy of the particle. All the generalized particles, both in different Q-dimensional spaces of the same force-field and in different force-fields simultaneously, evolve under their exerted forces; as long as they gradually reach their equilibrium positions from their initial positions which are set at random, we can obtain a feasible solution to the multiobjective distribution problem.
V. SIMULATIONS
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Find an X satisfying
We use the GE-GPM algorithm to solve this distribution problem.
Step 1. Initialization: (t = 0)
x ij is also initialized as a random number between 0 and 1. Based on some experiments we have done, we found that the results are not affected by the initialization of X.
Standardization of C 1 and C 2 : 
we get
2. According to Eq. (6), u
we compute in parallel and get
3. According to Eq. (9), u
ij · x ij , we compute in parallel and get
Step 2. Compute in parallel:
The first evolutionary iteration (t = 1):
1. According to Eq. (4), we have
2. According to Eq. (5), we have
3. In addition,
As for these coefficients, we can draw the following conclusions from some experiments we have done.
• When k q O (or k q S ) is larger, the corresponding convergence speed is faster.
• If the values of λ and γ change in direct proportion, the experimental results will hardly be influenced.
• If we increase λ q 1 , λ q 2 and do not touch the other coefficients, the q-th-objective will take precedence over all the other objectives. We compute in parallel and get Obviously, z 1 (t = 1) < z 1 (t = 0) and z 2 (t = 1) < z 2 (t = 0), the distribution problem is optimized. The evolutionary experimental results and the optimization trend from t = 0 to t = 18 are shown in Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 .
The detailed evolutionary experimental results from t = 2 to t = 18 can be found in Appendix A. As shown in Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 , the two-objective distribution problem is optimized by the evolution of the GE-GPM algorithm. The convergence speed is faster at the beginning of evolution. The optimization trend of z 1 and z 2 reflects exactly the optimization of the problem, that is, the distribution problem is optimized step by step.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we propose a novel evolutionary approach to solving multi-objective distribution problems, which is based on the generic generalized particle model (GE-GPM). The approach maps a given distribution problem to the movement of particles in a multi-dimensional space in a pair of (dual) sets of force-fields. The particles move according to certain rules defined by a mathematical model until arriving at a stable state; subsequently, the solution of the multi-objective distribution problem is obtained by antimapping the stable state.
Although there are many differences between particles in classical mechanics and those in GE-GPM, we have shown that being inspired by classical mechanics, GE-GPM enables feasible multi-objective optimization in very large scales. The GE-GPM approach has a low computational complexity, which is crucial for the functioning of largescale distribution problems.
Appendix A
The evolutionary experimental results from t = 2 to t = 18 are as follows. 
